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Abstract: Semantic hashing for web documents is essential for effective information dissemination. This paper is a 

sincere effort towards application of a novel method which outputs a semantic hash for an input web document. The 

need of such method arises as a result of research search where user may be so naïve that they are unaware of domain 

specific keywords or any labels for satisfying their search goals. The proposed technique in this paper assigns rank 

from 1 to n based on highly relevant modals of a web document. We have used six of such modals and duly considered 

their impact in finding semantics of a web document when hashing with a user input document. The algorithm is used 

in many information retrieval systems and employs a distance metric learning mechanism in practice. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Information retrieval is crux of modern technology. Many emerging techniques in this field are recursively trying to 

better their performance in terms of rate at which information is accessed. Exploratory search is regarded as special 

field of information exploration representing group of tasks carried out by searchers who may or may not be familiar 

with domain of their goal, not so much sure about the ways to achieve their goals. But such users aggregate querying & 

browsing strategies to enhance learning as well as investigation. The main research challenges in this field are 

generated by questions like ―what if user does not even know the domain keywords or a single answer is not what the 

user is looking for‖. As a result of this questions researchers are developing means for contextual search which are so 

dynamic in nature that naïve searchers can also get their desired web documents in an appreciable amount of time. 

Semantic search has the ability to search according to intent, contextual meaning of users understanding semantic 

search systems take into account various factors like location, intent, synonyms, variation of words, matching of 

concepts, natural language queries. In this paper, we address the issue of semantic hashing of a web document with 

another document using a low rank online multimodal distance metric learning algorithm (LOMDML). In our paper the 

algorithm will search for a user defined web document against the documents present in the web with intended highest 

accuracy. The documents are said to be semantically hashed if the science of meaning in language is similar for both 

the documents. We should observe this scenario that there is no specific document which the user knows about but still 

trying to get that information. 

 

II. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED MECHANISM 

 

Modals considered in proposed algorithms for semantic hashing of web documents: 

1. Commercial  or non-commercial 

2. Presence of audio or video element 

3. Similar domain labels 

4. Natural image or synthetic image 

5. Meta description 

6. Site Maps 

 

The first modal or feature we use with a web document is its web page categorization. In broader sense all business 

related documents are labelled in commercial class and other nature of documents is classified under non-commercial. 

In commercial category, again classification can be done by areas like sports, music, arts, others. 

The second modal pertains to presence of multimedia data element in a web document. It may be either an audio or 

video element. Verifying the contents of audio or video is out of scope of this paper. The third modal is similarity of 

domain labels. Each domain whether it may be science, arts, music, sports etc.  Will have few explicit class labels 
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which occur in all web documents belonging to same domain. Net feature (modal) we consider is presence of image in 

a web document. Images can be of either nature like natural or synthetic. Natural image is a photographic. 

Image captured through cameras or any other video capturing tools while synthetic image are images which are 

developed by users or manipulated on natural image. The next modal to be considered is the Meta description which is 

used to specify page description, keywords. If the Meta description of two documents is similar, we say they hash 

semantically. Site map is the last feature we consider for hashing two web documents in our technique. A site map 

essentially relays website functionally, web visitors etc.  Site maps generally improve search engine optimization of a 

site by taking care that all pages in the specific site are found. 

 

 
     

                 

 

 
Fig.1. Overview of the Proposed Architecture 
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Notations used in this paper:  

m: no. of modalities (type of features) of the web document. 

ni  : the dimensionality of the i
th  

visual feature space (modality) in a single web document. 

m
i 
 :  the optimal distance metric on the i

th 
modality. 

S: a positive constraint set, where a pair (pi, pj) ∈ S if and only if  Pi  semantically hashes to pj . 

D: a negative constraint set, where a pair (pi, pj) ∈ S if and only if  Pi  does not semantically hash to Pj. 

P :  a triplet set, where P={(pt, pt
+
, pt

-
)|( pt, pt

+
)∈  S; (pt

+
, pt

-
) ∈ D, t=1,……., T,Where T denotes cardinality of entire  

triplet set. 

di ( P1, P2): the distance function of two web documents P1 & P2  on the i
th 

type of modality. 

 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 

Our objective is to find if the query document semantically maps to another document. We try to find the optimal 

distance metric M to determine distance between P1 & P2 as given below: 

d(P1 , P2)= (P1 - P2) 
T 

M (P1 -P2)   where M ≥0 
 

To formulate the learning task, we consider a collection of training data objects in the form of triplets like  

P ={ (pt, pt
+
, pt 

-
) , t=1, … T }. 

 

Here, each triplet indicates hash value with respective to query web document pt
+ 

indicates semantically hashing 

document where as 
+
, pt 

–
 represents semantically ill hashing document, t indicates the i

th 
document starting from 1 to 

last web document present in database/web database. We advocate a general principle like 

d(pt, pt
+
) ≤ d(pt, pt

-
) – 1 for all t=1, …. T. 

 

In above equation -1 is a margin parameter to make sure a sufficiently large difference. 

The final optimal distance function is represented as, 

d(p1, p2) =  θ
i  di(P1

 i − P2
 i )

m

i=1
 

               =  θ
i(P1

 i − P2
 i )T M(i)(P1

 i − P2
 i )

m

i=1

 

 

In above equation θ
 (i) 

 ∈ [0, 1] representing combination of weights for all six modalities. 

 

IV. ALGORITHM 

 

The Low- rank OMDML Algorithm: 

Input: 

 Margin parameter - mp>0 

 Learning rate parameter - lrp>0 

 Discount weight parameter – Dwp ∈ (0,1) 
 

Step 1: Initialise θ1
 i =

1

m
 , Wt

 i , for all i = 1,2,3,4,5,6 

Step 2: while t=1, 2,…,6 do 

Step 3: Receive: (Pt , Pt
+, Pt

−) 

Step 4: Calculate ft
 i = di Pt , Pt

+ − di Pt , Pt
−  , i=1,2,…,6 

Step 5: Calculate ft
 i =  θt

 i m
i=1 ft

(i)
 

Step 6: if ft + mp >  0  𝑡ℎ 𝑒𝑛 

Step 7: for i=1 to 6 do 

Step 8: set Zt
 i = II ft

 i > 0  

Step 9: Update θt+1
 i ← θt

 i  Dwp 

Step 10: Wt+1
 i 

 ← Wt
 i − lrp t W

(i) 

Step 11: end for 

Step 12: αt+1=  θt+1
 i 6

i=1  

Step 13: θt+1
 i ←  θt+1

 i 
/ αt+1 ,i=1 to 6 

Step 14: end if 

Step 15: end while 
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In our stated algorithm refers to linear transformation matrix, II denotes the forbenius norm and we apply the popular 

Hedge algorithm for updation of the combinational weights online. 

The indicator of ranking result is Z
( i )

t . 

If Z
(i)

t = 1 web documents semantically hash else if its value is 0 then it does not hash semantically. 

 

We should note here that, if f
(i)

t > 0 which means di (pt, pt
+
) > di (pt

 
, pt

-
) , we say that the current i

th
 metric makes a error 

on predicting the ranking. 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 

Applications of proposed technique: 

1. Improving the efficiency of QA systems. 

2. Enhancing the quality of search results. 

3. Implementation, expansion, robust maintenance of web directories. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have applied LOMDML algorithm to extract the semantic similarity of web documents which is key 

challenge of modern information retrieval systems. Our paper advocates a multi modal feature extraction of web 

documents in a context which hashes to similar documents present in web. Instead of formal indexing techniques 

available currently, we have chosen the rank based distance metric learning technique to assign ranks to the web 

documents which semantically correspond to each other. In future, we intend to improve the computational cost of the 

algorithm applied, so that searchers who intend to efficiently access information have their task cut-out. This paper will 

act as a readymade guide for implementers who practice hybrid mechanisms to efficiently as well as efficiently perform 

semantic hashing. 
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